QUEENSMEAD SAILING CLUB
www.queensmeadsc.org.uk
Commodore: Bert May
email:commodore@queensmeadsc.org.uk

NEWSLETTER : NOVEMBER 2020
FINAL FLING REGATTA – so many boats, so much wind!

So much has changed since our March Newsletter. The Coronavirus
pandemic has affected pretty much everything including sailing at HOAC.
During the lockdown on-line ‘Virtual Regatta’ sailing became a regular event;
it keep club members connected and competing, albeit by screen and
keyboard rather than in an actual boat in actual water. A summer of time trials
and pursuit races followed. The long expected closure of the lake, to make
way for HS2, was announced early in September and took effect from the 1st
of October. The Final Fling Regatta was held on Sunday 27th September.

A MESSAGE FROM THE COMMODORE
Hello everybody, things are
peculiar at the moment and
the future of Queensmead
and HOAC unclear.
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank
everybody who attended the
‘Final Fling’ and also those
who were not able to make it.
It was a very moving day.
Fortunately I had my glasses
on so I hope nobody noticed
the odd tear. I was so pleased
to meet many of our original
members who all found the
time to come up and say
‘Hello’ even though I was all
togged up in my offshore
sailing gear so could hardly
move. Luckily I was not called
upon to go afloat.
I watched the race from a
gusty point and congratulate
Curtis on another Win! I
recognised him as an outstanding Tera Club sailor and sure enough he
hasn’t let us down yet!
I have been in the wars a bit over the last few months, and I have had a few
‘dark times’ - things have not been good. I think most people know I had a
stroke and I had no idea of the severity. Then of course I have been ‘confined
to barracks’ for the last six months. In the early days I regularly went AWOL,
but as time has passed, unfortunately, I have been able to do this less! I have
had lots of support from just about every quarter, and send ‘Big Thanks’ to
you all (you know who you all are!).
I am still hoping to make a full recovery and have been persuaded to go on a
three week respite holiday (which I hope will be as good as the cruise I
missed) to set me on course to be up and about more.
Finally, I would like to thank HOAC for the many years of enjoyable club
activities and look forward to the future when we can resume where we left
off today.
As always, luvs you all
Bert May
PS do let me know when you have a few minutes to visit!
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Unicorn was off on the hour and with only 20 minutes to catch up the leaders.
NEWS FROM HOAC
HOAC reports: ‘The council and HS2 have renewed the agreement to
provide the funds for the move that had expired this summer
The information required by both parties that was holding up talks has now
also been resolved
The London Borough of Hillingdon planning team are actively working on the
relocation plan again having been stood down during the pandemic and are
confident that they can get us moved in time for next season.
Unfortunately at this stage the location of the new site is still not public
knowledge.’
Unsurprisingly this subject is of keen interest to all of us who have enjoyed
sailing with Queensmead at HOAC over the years. As soon as we are in a
position to share more information we will.
FINAL FLING REGATTA 2020 – VIEW FROM THE RACE HUT
The number of entries for the regatta was a
bit of a surprise. Word got around quickly –
especially among past members – and
numbers quickly passed the first cap we had
set. However HOAC were happy to
accommodate more as long as we felt
comfortable managing the racing. At one
point we had over 45 entries.

It was a challenge to keep track of the boats as they literally whizzed round
the course. The early starters were on their second lap before the last ones
got away, and already the order was changing. There were several early
retirements as the wind gusted and tipped people in. At times the lake was a
sea of sails, and at other there were a lot of people standing on upturned
hulls. Richard Dixon came in during the race to switch to helping the HOAC
staff ensure that capsized boats were attended to if need be. Fortunately
very few needed recovery. But for some the conditions were just something
to get on with and it was clear that they were revelling in it. Curtis McKay in
the RS Aero5 was already in the lead by the second lap and held it easily to
the end. The leading Lasers were chasing hard though and Dave Hirst took
2nd place, but splitting the class was the Unicorn which was revelling in the
conditions and taking 3rd place. Andy Taverner and Calvin Merry took the
next places with Keith Smaggasgale in 6th in his RS Aero7 followed by Steve
Pooley in a Topper and Paul Ross in the Contender. In all 23 boats finished
the race.

Then there was the weather. The forecast
deteriorated in the week before, leading us to
adopt a format of shorter races run back to
back. We also decided to take some gybe
marks out of the course on the day – a good
move considering the conditions! There were
a few dropouts on the day – Mark Smith put
his back out unstepping his Wayfarer mast in the wind and others took the
wise decision not to chance it. But there were still 35 boats who ventured out
for the first race.

The countdown for the second race started after a brief respite. This time
there were 24 boats starting.
Oli Di Bartolo had retired from
the first race in his RS300 (he
was seen lounging on the
dagger board while capsized
before his first race and this
was perhaps the best position
for the boat to be in) and had
pounced on a spare Laser
Radial for the second and
third races. Conditions in this
race seemed to ease a bit for a while and just before the finish Curtis’s RS
Aero5 was overtaken by Dave Hirst in his Laser. Calvin Merry and Andy
Taverner in Lasers were not far behind with Paul Ross in the Contender 5th
and Richard Beke’s Unicorn 6th. With only one retirement 23 boats finished
– the retirement being Ian and Julia Beech in the Laser2000, having treated
those of us on the shore to some spirited capsizes.

The wind was north-westerly and gusting
hard at times – noted on the race officers
sheet as Force ‘too much’. With a pursuit
race format of 30 minutes nominal
duration the Toppers were first away at
10:46. The start line was busy and there
was virtually a start every minute until the

With conditions seeming a little better, 26 boats were out for the start of the
last race. Crews were tired by now and reminders from the Hut on whose
start it was were needed – although Roger & George Kirke tried to start a
minute early and were halfway up the lake before they realised and turned
back. The easing of the weather however was false and gusts swept down
the lake during the race. This suited Curtis again though and he quickly took
the lead and powered away. Although chasing hard, the Lasers could only
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follow and Calvin came in 2nd, Dave Hirst 3rd. Paul Ross, who always
looked very stable on the wire in his Contender, came 4th and the Unicorn of
Richard Beke charged up the fleet to take 5th. Again only one retirement in
the race – Duncan Watts in his Ligtning368.

mast base of the Lightnings and repairs to the Sheave Blocks at the top of the
mast. Some of the other boats will receive some TLC during their enforced rest.

Through the three short races there was so much going on through the fleet.
While much of the focus above is on the leaders, there were tussles for both
places and survival going on throughout the fleet. The juniors, mostly in
Laser Radials and Picos, were brilliant though – they went out racing and
they stayed out racing through some conditions that had quite a few adults
beaten. Just outside the leaders Oli Di Bartolo posted a couple of good races
in the Laser Radial to just beat James Smaggasgale who had stayed with an
RS Aero7 rig. Stuart Jones did consistently in the Enterprise and Ian Woods
drove an old Lightning368 round chasing the Lasers. Connor Beattie and
Sam Hurst in Laser Radials also did consistently well.

Class

Sail No

Name

Class

Sail No

Name

Slipper

41

Del-Boy

Slipper

44

Dipsy

Enterprise

13570

Jigsaw

Enterprise

12417

Blewitall

Enterprise

17315

Clockwork

Lightning 368

244

Blue Streak

Lightning 368

308

Lighten-up

Lightning 368

336

Millie

Topper

21575

Notalot

Topper

70

Top Hat

Laser

171957

Thor 4

Laser

171953

Thor 5

With all the boats flying round the lake there was little time on the Point to
see many of the events or incidents that peppered the races, and HOAC staff
did a great job of monitoring and responding. Having got the fleet started it
was only a short while before the finish and our eyes needed to be
everywhere to spot last minute changes in position and to note it.

Laser

171959

Thor 9

Comet

151

Halley’s

RS Vision

239

Tupperware

Buzz

473

Buzzy Bee

RS Tera

3046

Teraway

Laser 2000

3322

Magnificent

The current fleet of 18 boats includes:

Orange

Seventh

We needed a few minutes afterwards to compare
notes and determine final placings – apologies if
we got one or two wrong! Congratulations though
to everyone who entered and supported this event
and particularly to the winner Curtis McKay, to the
top junior James Smaggasgale and to 2nd and 3rd
places for Dave Hirst and Calvin Merry. We
enjoyed running it and hope you all enjoyed being
part of it. Thanks to HOAC and QSC members
past and present who were there or wanted to be.

As a number of our sailors have moved to Broadwater SC for the winter , we
have agreed with Broadwater that QSC members may join Broadwater SC and
use a Loan Boat from QSC for the Winter So far two sailors and boats (Bold in
the list above) have taken up the offer and moved a QSC boat and are able to
sail through the winter on the Broadwater Lake. If you are interested contact
admin@queensmeadsc.org.uk – SAILING AND THE LOAN OF BOATS IS
PAUSED DURING LOCKDOWN.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP
Helping Queensmead SC through the transition

(Full results can be found at
https://www.halsail.com/Result/Event/2845 )

How would you like to help QSC, keep in touch and be made aware of all the
latest developments with HOAC and QSC. Why not subscribe and become an
Associate Member.

QSC BOATS
With the closure of HOAC in Dews Lane, QSC has become a Virtual Club and
the QSC Boats are mostly having a rest in the secure yard of HOAC until the
move to the new site takes place. The boats have had a very busy Summer
with many new members and families making use of the boats during their
enforced Staycation. Some of the boats needed running repairs to keep them
going. We have to pass a large vote of thanks to the HOAC staff especially
Adam who looked after our boats and who undertook some epoxy repairs of the

Associate membership for non-sailing members is £25 per annum, with an
introductory offer that this initial membership will cover you through to 1st April
2022. Sign up and pay online via Paypal, details below.
HOAC has closed its doors to activities at Dews Lane in Harefield and the
search and chase for the new facilities increases pace. The Queensmead
Boats are kept in safe storage. Some boats will be loaned out to QSC members
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to sail at a local sailing club for the winter. But all boats will require some
maintenance after a very hectic summer of sailing. We will use some of QSC
funds to maintain our boats so that they will be ready to play there part at the
new HOAC. Some boats may need new covers to protect from the elements,
others replacement ropes or blocks, others some Gelcoat and others may need
some more intrusive repairs with epoxy.

IN THE BEGINNING

So if you would like to keep in touch and support QSC, join us now as an
associate member. Please send an email to admin@queensmeadsc.org.uk
requesting payment details, and we will forward bank details for your payment.

In Ray’s own words…

A SAILOR ON THE ROAD

Our very own Oli di Bartolo has been out and about umpiring and sailing at
different venues around the country this year – here is his story:
‘At the being of 2020 I managed to umpire at the RYA winter match racing
finals. It was a very breezy event with a constant of 30knts and rough sea state,
which made keeping the rib in the direction you wanted it a huge challenge, let
alone following two 6m Elliots close enough to make the right calls!
Since the outbreak of the Covid pandemic I have not been able to get much
race officering and umpiring in due to all RYA national/regional events being
cancelled. This included having to cancel all events of the London Youth Sailing
League and London Youth Games. We have fingers crossed there will be a
resumption in 2021 and I am looking forward to getting back to laser club
coaching.
As I have had no events to run, it has given me a chance to get stuck into
sailing my laser 4000 that I purchased in the middle of last year. Owing to its
enormous spinnaker and high speeds I have adopted Queen Mary SC as my
new club. The large expanse of water has allowed Curtis and I to get to grips
with the boat with a handful of training sessions, races and, as expected, some
swimming lessons. Smiles and laughs all round!
Since joining the 4000 class I have met a great number of talented sailors. I
was
invited to take part in the Grafham summer and autumn series by a helm whose
crew is stuck in France for the foreseeable future. Every other weekend I have
driven up the M1 to compete in three Sunday races against boats like the
rs800, 29er, 49er and Nacra 20. If all those names and numbers mean nothing
to you, they are all about 10 times faster than a laser! I am now really getting to
grips with the 4000 both as a helm and crew, and I will be entering the winter
sail juice series. Whose largest event is the world famous Bloody Mary pursuit
race.’

Early member Ray Munns has been kind enough to share some great
memories and pictures from the early days of Queensmead – unsurprisingly
Bert features in a number of the pictures and has also taken many of them.
This is the first part, more to come in subsequent newsletters.

‘The very early days, using Bert's own Mirror 12. Can't remember if he built it
himself. He did tell me, years later, that some vandals had smashed it to
pieces; which must have been quite
upsetting for him. He'd owned it for a long
time and it began QSC. Soon after starting
the club we built another one in his workshop
after school on Friday evenings. Can't recall
how that one was paid for either.
These are my School Sailing Colours! I think
everyone in the previous photo got them... I
wasn't particularly good at sport (I did a lot
but never achieved anything) so when Bert
introduced "colours"
for sailing I was so
proud to be awarded
them by the
Headmaster. Never
got around to getting it
stitched onto my school blazer though
.
Our early trips away were to the Norfolk Broads, usually at Easter, when it was
much cheaper. I can remember going on the
train once & Bert, who'd taken the boats on
his car, meeting us at a station. Other times
people's Dad's helped out with their cars.
Hickling Broad was the usual choice; it was
big enough to sail about on & also a good
base for 'expeditions'.
The 'flotilla' retuning from a day out. We'd
take a packed lunch & either thrash about
on the Broad
or demast for the bridges enroute every so often.
Very Swallows & Amazons (though they were never mentioned)
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The Cadet, on the left, Bert bought for a tenner (it was rotting & we renovated
it) was our third boat. The GRP Enterprise, the Belle of our fleet, was also
Bert's, I seem to recall. Bert was very much a black & white photographer.

STAYING CONNECTED

This is one of mine (hence the poor focus) Not
sure why the jibs are up - perhaps it's a
photogenic thing? I believe it was taken at
"The Staithes" at Hickling.

Many members have been joining the weekly Zoom calls (held on Thursday
evenings) - an opportunity to share information about boats, lakes, sailing clubs
and to stay connected with other Queensmead members. Please get in touch
via racing@queensmeadsc.org.uk if you’d like to chat.
THE NEWSLETTER
We’d love to include more stories and photos from members new and old.
Please let us know if you have something to contribute. We can be contacted
at: news@queensmeadsc.org.uk
CALENDAR for 2021
The committee are looking to organise some events next year, details to follow
in next (December) newsletter or in the new year

Wouldn't swear to it but I think this is back
at Hovco (as we used to call it) The old
Mobile Library has been replaced by
some sheds and here we see Endeavour
4, in a blow. "Endeavour", the 'watchword'
of Queensmead Academy for young
Gentlemen & Gentlewomen (that
Headmaster of old had aspirations
without a doubt! I must assume the
school had something to do with naming
some of those early boats...

Bert was always coming up with schemes to raise a few bob.
There were tee-shirt, sweat-shirts, base-ball caps & some of
these.
They invariably ran out of ink & sprung apart when one tried
to write with them. Guess mine is a collector's item now...
How much am I bid? Profits to the club fund, of course!’
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